
S.No RFP Page No. RFP Rule No. Rule Details Query/ Suggestion/ Clarification Response Change in RFP

1 48 5.4 Joint venture, Consoritum or Association This may be allowed, considering engagement of influencers, inorganic 

campaign if any to be taken care of.

As per RFP

2 9 b 2 Financial: Turnover Annual Average turnover of the bidder shall be atleast Rs 100Cr. Relevant 

relaxation shall be given to MSME and Startups 

As per Rules. As per RFP

3 63 6.2 d i Penalty under Service Level Standards/ Requirements/ Agreements Replacement of resources incase of long leaves due to medical reasons shall 

be exempted from penalty on number of changes in resources

No Change As per RFP

4 63 6.2 d i Penalty under Service Level Standards/ Requirements/ Agreements Is this applicable for onsite team deployed at Jaipur or for all response teams 

at different parts of the state. 

Applicable for all onsite resourses 

irrespective of the location  

As per RFP

5 19-20 3.9 Expansion of digital outreach (amplification) May define the priority handle (for 5% growth) and other departments (for 

1% growth) no of handle or units shall be defined

15% handles would be priority 

handles. Please refer revised RFP

6 10 6 Technical Capability -II Technical capability certificate by authorised signatory may be accepted 

instead of CA.

No Change As per RFP

7 14 3.1 a Digital Outreach Strategy Atleast one project in government where in the bidder has highlighted 

digital outreach strategy

No Change As per RFP

8 15 3.1 j CVR test Please define conversion rate as various components have various 

applicability of CVR.

Standard CVR Test has been defined 

clearly at 3.1j

As per RFP

9 15 3.2 Digital Outreach consultancy/ workshop/ trainings Please define the number of people to be trained As per RFP

10 16 3.3 h Broadcasting The network connectivity for broadcasting shall not be in scope of biddder Please refer at Clause 3.3 g  As per RFP

11 19 3.5 c Software Licenses BOM should also specify licenses if software to be procured on behalf of 

RISL

All Software procurement is part of 

the Scope of Work.    

As per RFP

12 12 1 b RISL/ Department of Information Technology & Communication does mass 

media Network Platforms management for multiple government 

departments and intends to select  a professional and experienced premium 

network agency  to manage various activities including, but not limited to, 

network media management, listening, promotions, digital content creation 

& management, search engine optimization etc. 

Can you please provided a tentative list of departments or the total count of 

departments.

Details will be shared with the 

Selected Bidder . For Planning 

purpose the Tentative no of Accounts 

/ Platforms have been listed .   

As per RFP

13 17 3.3 a Content Creation and Management 

Developing creative units like banners/ posters/ fliers/ and video content of 

upto one minute duration on campaign, festivals, events, achievement, etc. 

for posting on social media handles/ blogs/ websites, as and when may be 

required. (Note: The Videos mentioned here are different than the 

professiona informative videos mentioned in the scope of work).

Can you please clarify on how many such collaterals are required. Will the 

payment for same be based on actuals.

This activity is part of the Scope of 

Work and no separate payments will 

be given . Procuring Entity has the 

freedom on the number of collaterals  

As per RFP

14 18 3.3 j The content should be original. The selected bidder shall be responsible for 

any copyright violations.

Does the department/ RISL have access to image/ photo subscription or is 

the agency required to bear the cost.

Selected Bidder will bear the cost  As per RFP

15 21 3.13 a Photographer and Videograhper on demand

a) Selected bidder shall be responsible for providing photographers and 

videographers on demand whenever required by procuring entity. 

Photpgraphers and videographers could be required anywhere across 

Rajasthan. The selected bidder would ensure that photographer/ 

videographer deployed has requisite skills and experience in the field.

Can you pleae clarify on the number of such instances.  What if the event or 

ocassion requires more than one photographer

Please refer "Real Time Response 

Team" of RFP

As per RFP



16 51 5.17 Sub-contracting: Sub-Contracting is not allowed under this RFP A lot a scope mentioned as part of the RFP may directly or indirectly 

involve sublet of a part of the work. Even logistical requirements need the 

work to be outsourced to qualified provider. Request to allow same with 

overall responsibility remaining with the bidder.

It have to manage by bidder only As per RFP

17 7 INVITATION FOR BID 

(IFB) , NOTICE INVITING 

BID (NIB) & PRE 

QUALIFICATION 

CRITERIA

BID Security: Amount (INR): 2% of the Estimated Procurement Cost, 

0.50% for

S.S.I. of Rajasthan, 1% for Sick Industries, other than S.S.I., whose

cases are pending with Board of Industrial & Financial Reconstruction.

We are registered agency with MSME, Govt. of India and National Small 

Industries Corpoation (NSIC) in Small Category, so kindly request you to 

allow Bid security exemption

As per rules As per RFP

18 7 INVITATION FOR BID 

(IFB) , NOTICE INVITING 

BID (NIB) & PRE 

QUALIFICATION 

CRITERIA

Bidding document fee: Rs. 5000 We are registered agency with MSME, Govt. of India and National Small 

Industries Corpoation (NSIC) in Small Category, so kindly request you to 

allow Bidding Document Fee exemption

as per Rules. As per RFP

19 33 Selection Method Eligible Bidders will be asked to give demonstration of the Proof of Concept 

cum Technical Presentation for a 360 degree social media campaign. Each 

Technical Proposal will be assigned a technical score out of a maximum of 

50 marks. Only the bidders who get a Technical score of 35 or more will 

qualify for commercial evaluation stage.

Actually in Table of Contents Point No.14 EVALUATION & 

TABULATION OF TECHNICAL BIDS stating that FOR THE 

TECHNICAL EVALUATION CRITERION MINIMUM PASSING 

MARKS FOR TECHNICAL QUALIFICATION IS 75% AND BIDDER 

HAS TO SCORE AT-LEAST 50% MARKS EACH IN SECTION 1 AND 

SECTION 2 BELOW

So please clarify Is there any marks assigned to credientials or only Marks 

obtained in Technical Presentation will be consider for evaluation. 

Clause has been removed

As per revised RFP

20 34 Evaluation & Tabulation of 

Technical Bids Execution 

Plan

Technical Proposal, Presentation and Functional Demonstration of 

Comprehensive Digital Mass Media Network Strategy with Deployment 

and Execution Plan

Do we need to submit Technical Presentation along with the Bid or can 

submit later at the time of Presentation

Technical Presentation can be 

submitted at the time of  Presentation 

As per RFP

21 15 Scope of Work Creation, Maintenance and Management of Digital Mass Media Network 

Platform Accounts

What is the definition of Mass Media Network Platforms/Accounts, as we 

understand that mainly 4-5 social media platforms are there like Twitter, 

Facebook, Linkedin, Instagram and youtube etc.

Please refer clause 3.3 (K) As per RFP

22 16 Scope of Work J: The selected Bidder will also provide two Light Vehicles (minimum 

Sedan class) with

Drivers as per RISL/GF&AR norms. Running expense for 2500 Kms per 

month

including fuel will be the responsibility of the Bidder. Bidder shall be 

responsible for its

maintenance without any financial obligation for Procuring Entity

What is the purpose of Vehicles.

Purpose of the Vehicles is to cater for 

the logistic requirements related to 

the mandatory onsite team and 

fulfilment of mandatory RFP 

requirement    

As per RFP

23 22-23 Onsite Team Who will take care of the ORM, as you have not asked for any ORM 

Professional.

Please read Para 3.4 a)for 

clarifications  

As per RFP

24 59 Payment Terms and 

Schedule

Please clarify on the payment terms that it will be on Monthly basis or 

quarterly

Please read Para 6.1 for clarifications As per RFP

25 23 3.17 ( c) Apart from Onsite team can we put the Real time response team on 

requirement basis or it is mandatory to have 5 teams with 3 member per 

team present everytime?

"Mass Media Network Real Time 

Response Team" as mentioned in the 

RFP is required everytime apart from 

the mandatory Onsite Team .   

As per RFP

26 20 3.10( I ) Shooting videos at some locations require Government support as DRONE, 

ASI Property shooting require special permission through DM, Police etc. 

Will it be provided with support from the procurement entity?

Procuring Entity will provide 

assistance as far as possible but 

ultimate responsibility will lay with 

the  Selected Bidder .  

As per RFP

27 20 3.10( b ) Video production team will visit onsite twice or thrice a month on 

requirement basis ?

As per RFP



9 B3 Basic Requirement: 

Financial: Turnover from Social Media Management

Specific Requirement:

Annual Average Turnover of the bidder from Social Media Management for 

the last three financial years i.e. [(2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18) OR 

(2016-17, 2017-18 and 2018-19)] as per the last published audited balance 

sheets), should be at least Rs. 5 Crores.

Required Document:

CA Certificate with CA’s Registration Number/ Seal and UDI

Most digital marketing contracts come as single PO (Purchase Order) 

across all digital platforms with spends on Social Media Platforms such as 

Google/facebook/twitter/Youtube/Blogs/Websites and so on, and that there 

are not separate Work Orders for social media separately. We have huge 

digital marketing turnover, but from an auditor CA perspective, he or she 

cannot differentiate between digital marketing revenue and social media 

marketing revenue. However we have both high turnover and spends to 

show from an eligibility standpoint.

Our understanding of this specific rule of RFP is that this clause is for 

gauging expertise on spending on social media platforms, hence spends on 

these platforms should also be a part of eligibility criteria (and not just 

revenue). 

 Average Annual Turnover of the 

Bidder from Social Media 

Management and Digital Marketing 

should be atleast Rs. 5 Crores and that 

is a basic eligibility criteria .   

Please refer revised RFP

29 30 13 Technical Documents Details of Software as asked in

the RFP to include Make, Model

and Type. (PDF) / As supplied by the OEM

Clarification requested on the expected PDF please. Technical Brouchure related to the 

Software if given in  PDF format by 

the OEM  can be submitted .

As per RFP

30 16 k The Selected Bidder would ensure content update frequency for each of the 

applicable

Mass Media Network Platform of each Department as mentioned below . 

The minimum

performance criteria is indicative and can be reviewed & modified by the 

Procuring

Entity / Concerned Department on time to time basis.

How many Departments are there as on date and what will be the maximum 

number of social media handles per department? 

Approx 15 Departments As per RFP

31 62 11 Deployment of five Light Vehicles with Drivers including all running 

expense for Five (5) “Mass Media Network Real Time Response Team”

As per point 10 on page 62 of RFP, two (2) vehicles are required for onsite 

team. That apart, 5 vehicles are required for Mass Media Network Real 

Time Response Team. Plase confirm what is the total number of vehicles 

required.

Two Vehicles are required for the 

Onsite Team  and Five Vehicles are 

required for the Mass Media Network 

Real Time Response Team .

Please refer revised RFP

32 65 v v. Penalty for not achieving targets for Expansion of Digital Outreach

(Amplification)

Penalty for not achieving targets of 5% and 1% as mentioned in the RFP for

Expansion of Digital Outreach (Amplification) in each quarter:

If growth in any quarter

0% >= Growth :- 25% of A*

0% <Growth <= 25% of proposed target :- 20 % of A*

25%<Growth<=50% of proposed target:- 15% of A*

50%<Growth<=75% of proposed target:- 10% of A*

75%<Growth<100%:- 5% of A*

*A = quoted value for whichever applicable of the financial bid i.e. BoQ for 

the

particular quarter on pro-rata basis

Average quarterly growth rate of 5% and 1% as per the RFP during the 

tenure of engagement is success criteria to meet given target or 5% has to 

be achieved quarter over quarter. For example, In case of Priority Handles, 

if we grow 8% in a quarter and 2% in next quarter, average is 5% growth 

but from a quarterly view perspective, it is breach of contract. Please 

confirm.

Please refer Para 3.9 a) . The Selected 

Bidder has to achieve 5% and 1% 

growth as mentioned in the RFP  

every month. Any growth beyond the 

Target set for each month will be 

considered as credit to the Selected 

Bidder but not achieving the 

minimum growth rate in any 

particular month will be considered as 

breach of contract for that particular 

Quarter 

As per RFP



33 19 3.9 a) 3.9 Expansion of Digital Outreach (Amplification):

a) The Selected Bidder shall achieve 5% growth each month for each Mass 

Media Network Platform handle for Priority Handle as suggested by the 

Procuring Entity in number of followers and reach, etc. The Selected Bidder 

shall also achieve 1% growth each month for remaining ones of each Mass 

Media Network Platform handle for other departments/ department units, 

etc. in number of followers and reach, etc. Procuring Entity may revise the 

targets in exceptional circumstances after analyzing the performance, 

trends, requirements and insights (revised targets would not be higher than 

the ones mentioned above).

In order to achieve the quarterly target growth rate for priority and 

remaining handles, we need to understand and quantify the starting 

numbers (existing) to plan amplification according to the quarterly growth 

target. Our understanding is that media buying / paid promotion of any kind 

is not part of cost and success + penalty criteria is only growth rates, so 

quantifying starting numbers related to Priority Handles which need to 

grow is required and not just growth rates. It will be helpful and required to 

ascertain SEM and media budget to achieve the quarterly growth numbers. 

If starting numbers are high or low it will significantly impact the total 

media spends required to achieve the quarterly growth rates, thereby 

impacting the bid. If media buying is separate than this can be ignored. 

Please confirm

The Details of followers in all the 

existing Digital Assets will be shared 

with the Selected Bidder for planning 

their Amplification Startegy . Media 

buying is not separate and is part of 

the Scope of Work . No Change .   

34 9 Sr. No. 2

Financial: Turnover of Pre- 

Qualification/ Eligibility 

Criteria

Annual Average Turnover of the bidder for the last three financial years i.e. 

[(2015-16,2016-17 and 2017-18) OR (2016 -17, 2017-18 and 2018-19)]  as 

per the last published audited balance sheets), should be at least Rs. 20 

Crores

Requesting to Please consider it according to the RTPP rule no 132 in states 

for MSME/SSI unit in Rajasthan and also as per the guidelines of RTPP 

Act, 2012 and Rules.

As per rules As per RFP

35 9 Sr. No. 3Financial: Turnover 

from Social Media 

Management of Pre-

Qualification /  Eligibility 

Criteria

Annual Average Turnover of the bidder from Social Media Management  

for the last three financial years i.e. [(2015-16,2016-17 and 2017-18) OR 

(2016 -17, 2017-18 and 2018-19)]  as per the last published audited balance 

sheets), should be at least Rs. 5 Crores

Requesting to Please consider it according to the RTPP rule no 132 in states 

for MSME/SSI unit in Rajasthan and also as per the guidelines of RTPP 

Act, 2012 and Rules.

As per rules

As per RFP

36

3.3 17 Minimum post/photos/videos etc per month per department

What would be the total number of unique creatives that need to be 

devloped per month ?

No Change 

As per RFP

37

3.9 19 Expansion of digital outreach ( Amplification )

Will the expected growth of 5% and 1% each month be measured monthly 

or on quaterly/yearly basis

On monthly basis

As per RFP


